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ABSTRACT
Context. The fine details of the large-scale structure in the local universe provide important empirical benchmarks for testing cosmo-
logical models of structure formation. Dwarf galaxies are key object for such studies.
Aims. Enlarge the sample of known dwarf galaxies in the local universe. We performed a search for faint, unresolved low-surface
brightness dwarf galaxies in the M 101 group complex, including the region around the major spiral galaxies M 101, M 51, and M 63
lying at a distance 7.0, 8.6, and 9.0 Mpc, respectively. The new dwarf galaxy sample can be used in a first step to test for significant
substructure in the 2D-distribution and in a second step to study the spatial distribution of the galaxy complex.
Methods. Using filtering algorithms we surveyed 330 square degrees of imaging data obtained from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey.
The images were visually inspected. The spatial distribution of known galaxies and candidates was analyzed transforming the system
into a M 101 eigenframe, using the geometrical alignment of the group.
Results. We discovered 15 new dwarf galaxies and carried out surface photometry in the g and r bands. The similarity of the photomet-
ric properties of these dwarfs to those of Local Group dwarfs suggest membership to the M 101 group complex. The sky distribution of
the candidates follows the thin planar structure outlined by the known members of the three subgroups. The ∼ 3 Mpc long filamentary
structure has a rms thickness of 67 kpc. The planar structure of the embedded M 101 subgroup is even thinner, with rms = 46 kpc.
The formation of this structure might be due to the expansion of the Local Void to which it borders. Other implications are discussed
as well.
Conclusions. We show the viability of SDSS data to extend the sample of dwarfs in the local universe and test cosmological models
on small scales.
Key words. Galaxies: dwarf – galaxies: groups: individual: M101 group – galaxies: photometry – cosmology: large-scale structure
of Universe
1. Introduction
Searching the night sky for new stellar systems of ever lower lu-
minosity and surface brightness, with the aim to enlarge the cen-
sus of known galaxies in the Local Volume (LV, D ≤ 10 Mpc,
Karachentsev et al. 2013), is a permanent and important task of
extragalactic astronomy. Aside from an assessment of the faint-
end slope of the galaxy luminosity function (e.g. Trentham &
Tully 2002), which is a key observation for models of galaxy for-
mation and evolution, it is above all the study of the “fine struc-
ture of large-scale structure” (Binggeli 1989), i.e. the 3D distri-
bution of low-mass galaxies on large scales, that is fed and fos-
tered by the detection of new nearby dwarf galaxies. Low-mass
galaxies are expected to trace the distribution of non-baryonic
dark matter (DM) on scales from kpc to Mpc, thus serving as a
major testbed for models of structure formation. This is high-
lighted by the recent discovery of surprisingly thin planes of
dwarf satellites in the Local Group (LG), around the Milky Way
and the Andromeda galaxy (Pawlowski et al. 2012, 2013; Ibata
et al. 2013). The significance of these structures in the context
of ΛCDM or alternative cosmological models is hotly debated
(Kroupa 2012, Pawlowski et al. 2015 versus Libeskind et al.
2014, Cautun et al. 2015). But what is not debated is the urgent
need to test other nearby groups of galaxies for the existence of
similar features, as the ubiquity of the phenomenon would be a
challenge to the standard ΛCDM scenario of structure formation.
The well-known groups of galaxies in the LV (e.g. the Local
Group, M81 Group, Cen A/M83 Group, IC 342/Maffei Group,
Sculptor filament, and Canes Venatici cloud) have been, and are
being, searched for new dwarfs to various surface brightness
depths. Three surveys were recently conducted in the southern
hemisphere in the directions of the loose Sculptor filament and
the rich Centaurus group. There is (1) the very deep but spa-
tially limited (15 deg2) PISCeS survey (Sand et al. 2014; Crno-
jevic´ et al. 2014, 2016), (2) the Dark Energy Survey Camera
(DECam) based SCABS survey (21 deg2) in five photometric
bands ugriz (Taylor et al. 2016a,b), and (3) our own 550 deg2
DECam large-field survey (Müller et al. 2015, 2017), resulting
in the discovery of dozens of new dwarf galaxies. One of our
candidates, dw1335-29, has already been confirmed using the
TRGB method (Carrillo et al. 2017), more is to follow (Müller
et al. in preparation). Tully et al. (2015) reported two almost par-
allel satellite planes in the Centaurus A group. However, with the
detection of multiple new dwarf galaxies around Cen A this bi-
modal structure is called into question now (Müller et al. 2016).
In the northern hemisphere, dedicated deep searches, resulting in
the detection of numerous new dwarfs down to a completeness
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limit of MR ≈ −10, were carried out in the rich M 81 group
by Chiboucas et al. (2009, 2013). The authors noted that the
satellites lie in a flattened (though not planar) distribution. In the
M 101 group, which is the focus of the present study, the Drag-
onfly telescope (Merritt et al. 2014) and an amateur collective
(Javanmardi et al. 2016) detected eight new dwarf candidates.
Both surveys were confined to the immediate vicinity of M 101
(9 deg2), leaving out a large portion of the M 101 group complex
that includes M 51 and M 63 (see below). A recent HST follow-
up of the seven Dragonfly dwarf candidates revealed that four
candidates (M101-DF4-7) are in fact ultra diffuse galaxies most
likely associated with a background group containing the ellipti-
cals NGC5485 and NGC5473 at a distance of ∼27 Mpc (Merritt
et al. 2016).
Surprisingly, two out of the three new faint Dragonfly dwarf
members of the M101 group (Danieli et al. 2017) are also visi-
ble on images of the shallower Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS,
www.sdss.org). Equally surprising, with few exceptions (Kni-
azev et al. 2004), the SDSS has not been employed for system-
atic searches for unresolved, low-surface brightness dwarf galax-
ies over a large sky area. We therefore decided to hunt for new
dwarfs in a large SDSS region of 330 square degrees covering
not only the M 101 group, but the smaller, neighbouring groups
around M 51 and M 63 as well, which seem to be connected to
the former in a filamentary structure (see Fig. 3 in Courtois et al.
2013, also Fig. 1 below) – a structure which we tentatively call
here the “M 101 group complex”.
The M 101 group is more distant at 6.95 Mpc (Nataf 2015;
Karachentsev et al. 2013) when compared to the rich M 81 and
Centaurus A groups (at 4-5 Mpc), and is completely dominated
by the bulgeless spiral galaxy M 101. The group is known for its
lack of low mass galaxies and is possibly the poorest group in the
LV (Bremnes et al. 1999). Eleven out of 14 confirmed members
of the M 101 group complex are late-type spirals and dwarf irreg-
ular (dIrr) galaxies – KK 191, NGC 5023, DDO 182, Holm IV,
NGC 5474, NGC 5477, KKH 87, DDO 194 (Karachentsev et al.
2013), NGC 5195 (Tonry et al. 2001), DF1 (Danieli et al. 2017),
NGC 5585 (Karachentsev et al. 1994). Only one is an early-type
dwarf elliptical (dE) (UGC 08882; Rekola et al. 2005) and two
are dwarf spheoridal (dSph) galaxies (DF2, DF3; Danieli et al.
2017). This stands in direct contrast to rich groups and clusters
where early-type dwarf galaxies are the most abundant type of
galaxies (Binggeli et al. 1987). The neighbouring and environ-
mentally related spiral galaxies M51 (8.6 Mpc; McQuinn et al.
2016) and M 63 (9 Mpc; Jacobs et al. 2009) with their entourage
are slightly farther away. It has been debated whether M 51 and
M 63 plus satellites should be counted as members of the M 101
group. Tikhonov et al. (2015) argue against this view. In the
present work, based on our analysis of the galaxy distribution
in the region, we will use the term M 101 group complex for
all three galaxies and their satellites and the term subgroup for
an individual host and its satellite population (M 101 subgroup,
M 51 subgroup, and M 63 subgroup).
In the first part of the paper (Sections 2-4) we present our
search for new low-surface brightness dwarfs in the region of the
M 101 group complex with publicly available SDSS data. We re-
port the discovery of 15 dwarf candidates and perform standard
r and g surface photometry for these. As shown in Sect. 6.1, the
photometric parameters of most candidates do suggest galaxy
membership in the complex. In the second part of the paper (Sec-
tions 5, 6.2) we study the structure of the M 101 group complex
by introducing a suitable reference frame (Sect. 5). By a cos-
mic coincidence it happens that the best-fitting plane through the
M 101 subgroup members with known distances is almost seen
edge-on with respect to our line of sight (similar to the Centau-
rus group, Müller et al. 2016). This allows a first assessment of
where the new candidates lie in the complex without distance
information. The filamentary or planar structure of the M 101
group complex is critically discussed in Sect. 6.2, followed by a
general conclusion in Sect. 7.
2. SDSS Data
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Gunn et al. 2006) contributed a
tremendous amount to the knowledge of the dwarf galaxy popu-
lation in the Local Group. Numerous resolved dwarfs were dis-
covered by several teams (e.g. Belokurov et al. 2010; Kim et al.
2015), pushing the limits of the known dwarfs into the regime of
ultra-faint dwarf galaxies (MV > −4 mag). There is currently no
instrument which would enable us to discover such extremely
faint galaxies outside of the LG. The typical limiting total lu-
minosity reached beyond the LG is MV ∼ −9.5 mag, several
magnitudes brighter than the LG ultra-faints. At the distance of
M 101, with SDSS data we can reach an absolute magnitude of
MV ∼ −10.
Taking the LG Sculptor dwarf galaxy as a typical dwarf
spheroidal galaxy (at the faint end of the dE luminosity func-
tion), we can assume MI = −4.1 mag and V − I = 1.5 mag for
the tip magnitude and color of the Red Giant Branch (TRGB)
(Rizzi et al. 2007). This translates into Mr ≈ −2.8 mag with
V − r ≈ 0.2 mag. Assuming a distance of 7 Mpc for the dwarfs
in the M 101 group we calculate an apparent TRGB magnitude
of mr = 26.3 mag. The limiting magnitudes for point sources are
provided by the SDSS Collaboration and are g = 23.3 mag and
r = 23.1 mag, respectively (York et al. 2000). Thus it becomes
clear that in the SDSS data the TRGB is not resolved for dwarf
galaxies in the M 101 group and group complex.
For our search of unresolved dwarf galaxies we used 323
tiles in g and r from the SDSS Data Release 12 (Alam et al.
2015). Each tile covers a 1 square degree area put together in an
online pipeline provided by the SDSS team, where the tiles over-
lap by 0.05◦ on each side, giving a gap-free survey area of ≈330
square degrees and covering the whole M 101 group complex in-
cluding the vicinities of M 101, M 51, and M 63. Fig. 1 shows the
footprint of the survey. Also indicated is the much smaller foot-
print of the Dragonfly survey (van Dokkum et al. 2014; Merritt
et al. 2014, 2016; Danieli et al. 2017).
3. Search and detection of new dwarf candidates
Lacking the power to resolve new faint dwarf galaxies into stars
at that distance, we search for extended, low-surface brightness
features. The surveyed region contains 29 known dwarf galaxies,
with 14 confirmed members via distance measurements, includ-
ing the most recent Dragonfly dwarfs (Danieli et al. 2017), and
15 candidates where membership was estimated from their pho-
tometric and morphological properties. There are also 11 fore-
ground dwarf galaxies known, with distance estimations smaller
than 5 Mpc.
Each tile was first binned (mapping 9 × 9 pixels onto 1 pixel
using the mean value) and convolved with a 3 × 3 pixel Gauss
kernel. This dramatically increased the signal-to-noise ratio by
a factor of ∼ 30 and thus the visibility of low-surface bright-
ness features against the background sky. The tiles were visually
inspected by two people from our team (OM and RS), where
the gray scale was varied such that different dynamical ranges
could be examined. This procedure led to the discovery of 15
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Fig. 1. Survey area of ≈ 330 square degrees in the M101 group region. The black triangles are confirmed dwarf galaxies with distances in the M101
group complex. The small black dots are members based on their photometric properties, compiled from the Local Volume Catalog (Karachent-
sev et al. 2004, 2013). The large black dots are the major galaxies that define the three subgroup centers in the region: M 101 (14h03m12.5s
+54d20m56s), M 51 (13h29m52.7s +47d11m43s), and M 63 (13h15m49.3s +42d01m45s). The red dots indicate the positions of our 15 new
dwarf candidates. Open circles are confirmed foreground (<5 Mpc) galaxies taken from the LV Catalog. The footprint of the Dragonfly survey
around M101 is outlined by the rectangle. The circles indicate the virial radii of ≈ 260 kpc (Merritt et al. 2014, for M 101) for the three major
galaxies (assuming the same virial radius for M 51 and M 63 as for M 101).
new dwarf galaxy candidates in the M 101 group complex (red
dots in Fig. 1). Their coordinates and morphological classifica-
tion are compiled in Table 1 and the candidate images presented
in Fig. 2. We classified the candidates according to their mor-
phological appearance: objects which appear symmetric, diffuse
and elliptical as dSph (dwarf spheroidal); objects with an uneven
brightness distribution, e.g. due to HII regions, as dIrr (dwarf
irregular); and objects with a clumpy, high-surface brightness
central component and a diffuse halo as BCD (Blue Compact
Dwarfs). There are three cases where the morphology is ambigu-
ous. We present the two possible classes separated with a slash,
e.g. dIrr/dSph, where the first is the more likely morphological
type.
Note that we have assigned each dwarf galaxy candidate to
one of the three subgroups in Table 1. The assignment is based
on the shortest angular distance to either M 101, M 51, or M 63.
We will use the individual parent galaxy’s distance to calculate
absolute magnitudes for the new candidates as distances of the
three major galaxies systematically differ.
The biggest challenge of our Cen A survey (Müller et al.
2015, 2017) was the contamination of foreground stars and
Galactic nebulae (cirrus). Cirrus can appear in every shape and
size and thus can mimic the morphology of a dwarf galaxy. For-
tunately, our survey area around M 101 is at high Galactic lat-
itudes (b ≈ 60◦), i.e. far away from the Galactic plane where
the density of Galactic cirrus and foreground stars is suppos-
edly very small. Hence the problem of false positive detections
is minimal.
Nevertheless, we performed artificial galaxy tests to estimate
our detection efficiency and the depth (surface brightness limit)
of the survey. For this we superimposed artificial galaxies on
real images in two different tiles. The profiles for the artificial
galaxies were created using a Sérsic profile with n = 1 (expo-
nential profile, see below for the formula). The central surface
brightness range was between 23 and 27 mag arcsec2 and the
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Fig. 2. Gallery showing SDSS r-band images of the 15 new M 101 group dwarf galaxy candidates. Note that dw1355+51 is at the edge of the CCD
and is not centered in the stamp but offset to the right, and dw1255+40 is barely visible without a strong Gauss convolution. One side of an image
corresponds to 80 arcsec or 2.7 kpc at the distance of 7 Mpc. North is to the right, east to the top.
Table 1. Names, coordinates, and morphological types of the 15 new
dwarf galaxy candidates of the M 101 group complex.
α δ
Name (J2000) (J2000) Type Notes
M 101 subgroup
dw1343+58 13:43:07 + 58:13:40 BCD
dw1355+51 13:55:11 + 51:54:29 dSph
dw1408+56 14:08:41 + 56:55:38 dSph
dw1412+56 14:12:11 + 56:08:31 dSph
dw1416+57 14:16:59 + 57:54:39 dIrr/dSph bg dwarf?
dw1446+58 14:46:60 + 58:34:04 dSph
M 51 subgroup
dw1313+46 13:13:02 + 46:36:08 dIrr/BCD bg spiral?
dw1327+51 13:27:01 + 51:41:08 dSph
dw1338+50 13:38:49 + 50:01:10 dSph bg dwarf?
dw1340+45 13:40:37 + 45:41:54 dIrr
M 63 subgroup
dw1255+40 12:55:02 + 40:35:24 dSph CVn I mem?
dw1303+42 13:03:14 + 42:22:17 dIrr
dw1305+38 13:05:58 + 38:05:43 dSph bg dwarf?
dw1305+41 13:05:29 + 41:53:24 dIrr/dSph
dw1308+40 13:08:46 + 40:54:04 dSph
apparent magnitude range between 16 and 20 mag, with a step
size of 0.5 mag and 0.5 mag arcsec−2, respectively. At a distance
of 6.95 Mpc this corresponds to absolute magnitudes between
−13.2 and −9.2. This gives a total of 49 galaxies in an array
of the surface brightness-absolute magnitude plane to detect per
mosaic and iteration. We did five iterations where in each itera-
tion we randomly placed all artificial galaxies into a r band tile.
This was repeated for two different tiles such that we had ten it-
erations in total. In Fig. 3 the results are presented in a µ0,r − Mr
diagram. The number of times an artificial galaxy was detected is
plotted, zero means no detection and ten corresponds to a 100 %
detection rate. We do not expect a detection rate of 100 % even
for well detectable galaxies because artificial galaxies can be
randomly placed behind bright and extended stars or galaxies.
Important to note is that not all parameter combinations lead to
reasonable LSB dwarf galaxies, e.g. a high µ0,r value (low SB)
together with a small Mr value (relatively high luminosity) will
lead to very extended and faint objects, which are not found in
the Local Group, see Fig. 6. There is no significant difference in
the detection rate between the two different tiles.
It can be seen that essentially all artificial objects with µ0,r ≤
25.5 r arcsec−2 and Mr ≤ −11 are detected. A more appropri-
ate completeness boundary of the survey is provided by the fol-
lowing analytic forms (see Ferguson 1990; Ferguson & Sandage
1988):
mtot = µ0 − 5 log (rlim) − 2.18 + 5 log (µlim − µ0)
mtot = µlim − rlim0.5487re f f − 2.5 log (2pi(0.5958re f f )
2)
where all galaxies larger than 2rlim within a given isophotal level
of µlim should be detected. The first equation is for the µ0,r − Mr
relation, the second one is for the re f f − Mr relation, where re f f
corresponds to the half-light radius of the object. To calculate the
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absolute magnitude Mr we assumed a distance of 7 Mpc. We es-
timated the two parameters such that the completeness boundary
would contain all bins of the µ−M array where the detection rate
is higher than 70 %, resulting in rlim = 13′′ and µlim,r = 26.4 r
mag arcsec−2. This completeness curve is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Results of our artificial galaxy detection test shown as an array
of numbers indicating the detection efficiency in the surface brightness-
absolute magnitude plane. A 10 means 100 % detection, a 0 no detec-
tion. The test array is divided into half-magnitude bins. The thin line
corresponds to the estimated 70% completeness boundary, see text for
the formula.
The identification of high-surface brightness dwarf mem-
bers (against a background of apparently small spiral galaxies)
is more difficult and our detection efficiency for these objects
cannot easily be assessed by an artificial galaxy test. In general
we have to expect that potential high SB dwarf members of the
M 101 group complex essentially go unnoticed in our survey.
However, one rather convincing case of a blue compact dwarf
(BCD, dw1343+58) has been found. On the other hand, a good
low SB candidate could of course be in the near background
(hence the remark ‘bg dwarf?’ in Table 1, where this seemed
equally possible) or the near foreground. In fact, towards the
western boundary, the M 101 group region overlaps in the sky
with the closer Canes Venatici (CVn) cloud (see also Fig. 1). One
candidate in the M 63 subgroup, dw1255+40, is indeed a possi-
ble member of that cloud. The problem of confusion is more
generally addressed in Sect. 6.1 below.
We rejected candidates that were close to ultra violet sources
(UvS, e.g. brilliant young foreground stars) listed in the Nasa
Extragalactic Database. Such sources can illuminate surround-
ing dust clouds and make them appear as faint low-surface
brightness objects. While closely resembling the morphology of
a dwarf spheroidal galaxy the unusually blue color (g − r <
0.1 mag) of such objects raises doubts for these objects to be
dwarf candidates. A good example was found at the coordinates
14h09m12s, +51d13m27s, which is only 0′.136 separated from
an UvS. It mimics the morphology and has structural parameters
of a diffuse dwarf galaxy, but was suspiciously blue.
The reader may wonder why we did not use the SDSS data
reduction pipeline directly for the detection of dwarf-like low
surface brightness objects. There is indeed a tool implemented in
the data reduction pipeline for the detection of extended sources.
However, Kniazev et al. (2004) pointed out that galaxies are
shredded by this tool, as different luminosity knots from the
same source are detected and defined as separate, individual
SDSS objects. Tests have shown (Kniazev et al. 2004) that the
SDSS pipeline tool is unsuited for the detection of LSB objects,
giving only a low detection rate of test galaxies and too many
false detections. Nevertheless, we checked the SDSS database
for the presence of any kind of detection counterpart for our new
candidates. Indeed, all our candidates have matches in the SDSS
database, but the link between these SDSS objects and a possible
group membership of M 101 was not made before the present
work. In addition, the SDSS photometry for these low-surface
brightness objects is unreliable as stated by the SDSS photome-
try pipeline for those objects. The SDSS database also provides
redshifts when available, but none of our candidate galaxies, not
even the high surface brightness dw1343+58, has a measured
redshift.
As alluded to in the introduction, it is interesting to note that
six out of seven candidate members from the Dragonfly survey
are clearly visible in the SDSS images, thus were re-detected
in our survey, which strongly suggests that the SDSS data still
contains a lot of hidden treasures waiting to be discovered. This
is insofar not surprising as the central surface brightness range of
those candidates is between 25.1 and 26.8 r mag arcsec−2, which
is still detectable according to our artificial galaxy tests.
4. Surface photometry
We performed gr surface photometry for the new candidates
in the surveyed area. Cosmic rays, foreground stars and back-
ground galaxies were replaced with patches of sky from the sur-
rounding area using IRAF to maintain the statistical properties
of the local sky background. The nominal galaxy center was de-
termined using a circle that best represents the shape of the outer
isophotes of the galaxy. We emphasize that this center is a proxi
for the underlying mass distribution, but does not necessarily co-
incide with the location of maximum surface brightness. The sky
background was estimated from varying the galaxy growth curve
until it became asymptotically flat. We computed for each galaxy
its total apparent magnitude, the mean effective surface bright-
ness 〈µ〉e f f , and the effective radius re f f in both bands. We used a
circular aperture to measure the surface brightness profiles with
a step size of 0′′.396 (corresponding to 1 pixel). Sérsic profiles
(Sersic 1968) were fitted at the radial surface brightness profiles
using the equation:
µsersic(r) = µ0 + 1.0857 ·
(
r
r0
)n
where µ0 is the Sérsic central surface brightness, r0 the Sérsic
scale length, and n the Sérsic curvature index. See Fig. 4 for all
surface brightness profiles in the r band and the associated Sérsic
fits.
The total magnitude uncertainty is estimated to be around
≈ 0.3 mag. It is made up from uncertainties related to fore-
ground star removal (≈ 0.2 mag) and sky background estima-
tion (≈ 0.2 mag). The uncertainty for the mean effective sur-
face brightness is driven by the uncertainty in the measured
total apparent magnitude. The error for the half-light radius
(≈ 1.3 arcsec) is given by the determination of the growth curve.
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Fig. 4. Surface brightness profiles of all dwarf galaxy candidates in r and the best-fitting Sérsic profiles with 1σ confidence intervals.
See Müller et al. (2015) for a more detailed explanation of the
uncertainty estimates. Numerical uncertainties for the Sérsic pa-
rameters are shown in Table 2.
To compare our gr photometry and the structural parame-
ters with dwarf galaxies in the literature, we used the following
transformation equations (Lupton 2005):
V = g − 0.5784 · (g − r) − 0.0038
B = r + 1.3130 · (g − r) + 0.2271
In Müller et al. (2017) we tested the quality of our photom-
etry against literature values. The agreement was well within
the uncertainties. In the same spirit we conducted a compari-
son of the photometric values for 19 known dwarfs in the field
of M 101 taken from Bremnes et al. (1999) with our own SDSS
photometry. The values are in excellent agreement within our er-
ror estimates (see Fig. 5). We measure a standard deviation of
σ∆B = 0.18 mag and a mean of µ∆B = 0.00 mag was calculated.
As stated earlier, the M101 survey area is at high Galactic
latitudes, therefore the Galactic extinction values for the g and r
band are less than 0.05 mag, much smaller than the photometric
uncertainties. Hence, no corrections for Galactic extinction were
applied when calculating absolute magnitudes.
In Table 2 we present the photometric data for the 15 newly
detected dwarf galaxy candidates in the M 101 group complex.
The quantities listed are as follows: (1) name of candidate; (2+3)
total apparent magnitude in the g and r bands; (4) absolute r
band magnitude. For candidates of the M 101 subgroup the mean
distance of the M 101 group (6.95 Mpc) is assumed, for candi-
dates of the M 51 and M 63 subgroups the distances of these ma-
jor galaxies, 8.6 and 9.0 Mpc, respectively; (5) integrated g − r
color; (6) Sérsic central surface brightness in the r band; (7) Sér-
sic scale length in the r band; (8) Sérsic curvature index in the r
band; (9) mean effective surface brightness in the r band; (10) ef-
fective radius in the r band. These photometric data will be used
in the discussion section 6.1 below to assess the M 101 group
complex membership of the candidates. (11) the logarithm of
the effective radius in the r band, converted to pc with a distance
assumption according to the subgroup.
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Fig. 5. Our photometry for 19 known M 101 dwarf galaxies converted
to B band versus the literature values taken from Bremnes et al. (1999).
The line corresponds to unity.
5. Geometrical alignment
In preparation for an analysis of the spatial structure of the M 101
group complex (Sect. 6.2 below) we first define a natural spatial
reference frame for the complex by fitting a plane through the
galaxy positions in the close environment of M 101 itself. In a
similar manner Tully et al. (2015) introduced a reference frame
for the Cen A subgroup as the system where two planes of satel-
lites almost lie in the xy-plane, with the normal of the planes
corresponding to the z-axis (see also Müller et al. 2016). To find
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Table 2. Photometric and structural parameters of the new dwarf candidates in the surveyed region of the M 101 group complex.
Name gtot rtot Mr (g − r)0,tot µ0,r r0,r nr 〈µ〉e f f ,r re f f ,r log re f f ,r
mag mag mag mag mag arcsec−2 arcsec mag arcsec−2 arcsec log pc
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
M 101 subgroup
dw1343+58 15.54 15.17 -14.0 0.370 18.93 ± 2.26 0.04 ± 0.77 0.27 ± 0.12 24.45 28.6 2.98
dw1355+51 18.76 18.09 -11.1 0.666 23.09 ± 0.17 3.67 ± 0.69 0.78 ± 0.07 24.44 7.44 2.39
dw1408+56 18.01 17.50 -11.7 0.507 23.28 ± 0.06 5.48 ± 0.38 0.89 ± 0.06 24.71 11.0 2.57
dw1412+56 19.46 18.75 -10.5 0.702 24.26 ± 0.16 5.64 ± 0.80 1.22 ± 0.29 25.29 8.08 2.43
dw1416+57 19.06 18.83 -10.4 0.227 24.86 ± 0.08 10.19 ± 0.47 2.16 ± 0.31 25.16 7.35 2.39
dw1446+58 18.46 17.90 -11.3 0.559 23.87 ± 0.12 7.62 ± 0.74 1.27 ± 0.13 24.66 8.97 2.48
M 51 subgroup
dw1313+46 17.63 17.36 -12.3 0.274 23.53 ± 0.04 9.33 ± 0.26 1.73 ± 0.07 23.78 7.69 2.50
dw1327+51 19.34 18.79 -10.9 0.550 24.16 ± 0.09 6.36 ± 0.51 1.29 ± 0.15 24.74 6.19 2.41
dw1338+50 19.15 18.35 -11.3 0.809 25.41 ± 0.07 16.16 ± 0.66 2.43 ± 0.42 25.62 11.3 2.67
dw1340+45 18.28 18.14 -11.5 0.136 23.48 ± 0.06 5.76 ± 0.29 1.25 ± 0.18 24.24 6.61 2.44
M 63 subgroup
dw1255+40 18.41 17.82 -11.9 0.594 25.88 ± 0.14 25.14 ± 2.48 1.34 ± 0.42 26.49 21.6 2.97
dw1303+42 18.06 17.29 -12.5 0.770 24.13 ± 0.06 12.19 ± 0.54 1.61 ± 0.12 24.56 11.3 2.69
dw1305+38 17.69 17.51 -12.3 0.178 21.57 ± 1.37 1.31 ± 1.87 0.59 ± 0.23 24.41 9.57 2.62
dw1305+41 17.06 16.70 -13.1 0.354 23.12 ± 0.06 8.21 ± 0.53 0.94 ± 0.05 24.14 12.2 2.72
dw1308+40 18.19 17.54 -12.2 0.650 23.84 ± 0.07 8.81 ± 0.60 1.11 ± 0.07 24.74 11.0 2.68
a reference system for the M 101 group we fitted a plane with
the help of a singular value decomposition (svd; Golub & Ka-
han 1965) at all galaxies lying closer than 1.5 Mpc from M 101.
The svd method is a technique generally used in linear algebra.
It is an eigendecomposition, where the data will be represented
by eigenvectors and eigenvalues, corresponding to a least-square
fit to the data. The resulting sample of eleven galaxies is listed in
Table 3. The normal vector of the best fit is given in supergalac-
tic coordinates by nref = (0.6285,−0.0228,−0.7775). The plane
has a rms thickness of 46 kpc. To see how much the distance un-
certainties contribute to the fit we ran Monte Carlo simulations
where we draw the distance of the galaxy from a normal dis-
tribution with a 5% distance uncertainty as σ and the literature
distance itself as µ. In every run we compared the angle between
the normal of our best fit nref with the normal of the run. To
determine the contribution of the individual galaxies a second
test was conducted. In every run eleven galaxies were randomly
drawn from the sample from Table 3, with putting them back in
the sample such that some galaxies would not be chosen while
others twice etc. (Bootstrap test with reshuffle). The angle differ-
ence in both tests has a maximum of 1.5 degrees which clearly
indicates that the best-fitting plane is well defined and can be
used as statistically robust reference frame.
Table 3. Galaxies within a r = 1.5 Mpc sphere around M 101 used for
the plane fitting.
α2000 δ2000 D Ref
Galaxy Name (deg) (deg) (Mpc)
NGC 5195 202.4916 47.2681 7.66 (1)
Holm IV 208.6875 53.9047 7.24 (2)
UGC 08882 209.3083 54.1008 8.32 (3)
M 101 210.8000 54.3505 6.95 (2)
M101-DF3 210.7708 53.6156 6.52 (4)
M101-DF1 210.9375 53.9444 6.38 (4)
NGC 5474 211.2583 53.6630 6.98 (2)
NGC 5477 211.3875 54.4608 6.76 (2)
M101-DF2 212.1542 54.3253 6.87 (4)
NGC 5585 214.9500 56.7303 5.70 (5)
DDO 194 218.8500 57.2567 5.81 (2)
Notes. Distances are taken from: (1) Tonry et al. (2001), (2) Karachent-
sev et al. (2013), (3) Rekola et al. (2005), (4) Danieli et al. (2017), and
(5) Karachentsev et al. (1994).
We choose the x-axis such that it corresponds to the projec-
tion of the line of sight (LoS) onto the plane. The angle between
the LoS to M 101 and this new x-axis is only 3.6◦, meaning that
this plane is lying almost along the LoS. The flat structure ex-
tends over 3 Mpc, showing that the plane is not an artifact of
distance uncertainties. The x-axis together with the normal vec-
tor nref define the reference frame. In order to center M 101 at its
origin one needs to shift the supergalactic coordinates by
vSG,M101 = vSG +
−2.8547−5.7457−2.6721
 [Mpc]
The transformation from the shifted supergalactic coordinates to
the reference system is then given by the following rotation ma-
trix
R =
−0.4498 −0.8283 −0.3393−0.6362 0.5630 −0.5308
0.6285 −0.0228 −0.7775
 .
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The final transformation is
vM101 = R · vSG,M101
The best-fitting (reference) plane is shown and discussed below
(Sect. 6.2, Fig. 7).
We note that the geometrical analysis was initially performed
before the distance of three additional Dragonfly galaxies were
published (Danieli et al. 2017). Including these new galaxies
(DF1, DF2, DF3) the normal of the best-fitting plane changes
only by an angle of 0.4 degrees, showing that the plane is statisti-
cally robust. With the additional three galaxies the rms thickness
of the plane decreased from 49 kpc to 46 kpc.
6. Analysis and discussion
In this section we assess the possible membership of the candi-
dates based on their photometric properties, and we analyse the
structure of the M 101 group and the whole complex in the light
of the enlarged sample.
6.1. New dwarf galaxy candidates
The usual way to test group membership of dwarf galaxies with-
out direct distance measurements is by comparing their photo-
metric parameters with those of confirmed dwarf galaxies with
known distances (e.g. Jerjen et al. 2000; Chiboucas et al. 2009;
Merritt et al. 2014; Müller et al. 2017). Dwarf galaxies tend to
follow a fairly narrow relation in the central surface brightness–
absolute magnitude and the effective radius–absolute magnitude
diagram (see Fig. 6). Note that the central surface brightness is
a distance-independent quantity. If a candidate is a background
galaxy not associated with the group or complex the assumed
distance for calculating MV will place the galaxy outside of the
relation. In other words, if the parameter values of a candidate fit
into the relation with the assumed distance, they are comparable
to those of known dwarf galaxies and the candidate can be asso-
ciated to the group. This convenient test gives us a preliminary,
rough handle on the membership status before embarking on a
time consuming confirmation by direct distance measurements.
The performance of the present dwarf candidates in this pho-
tometric test is shown in Fig. 6. Note that we have assumed
different distances for our candidates depending on their po-
sition relative to the major galaxy they are assigned to (Table
1), roughly 7 Mpc around M 101 and 9 Mpc around M 51/M 63.
Moreover, given that the dwarfs, even as members of the com-
plex, will be distributed in a large halo around the subgroups, we
have to allow for, or expect, a total distance spread of the candi-
dates from ∼ 5 to 10 Mpc, giving rise to an additional spread in
the photometric relations. The distance spread is also taken care
of by overlaying in the relations shown in Fig. 6 a set of com-
pleteness boundaries (cf. Sect. 3) for 5, 7, and 10 Mpc distance.
Fig. 6 shows that all but one of the new dwarf candidates fit
into both of the relations, thus suggesting, or at least being in
accord with, their membership in the M 101 group complex. We
note that the outlier is a BCD which does not have to fit into the
relations.
The membership status of dw1343+58 which we classified
as Blue Compact Dwarf (BCD) has to be assessed in a differ-
ent way. Morphologically, the galaxy consists of a high-surface
brightness (HSB) irregular central region and an elliptical low-
surface brightness component around it, which is characteristic
for BCDs (e.g. Kunth et al. 1988). Papaderos et al. (1996a,b)
studied the optical structure of BCDs by decomposing their sur-
face brightness profiles into three parts: (i) an underlying ex-
tended low-surface brightness component, (ii) an exponential
plateau which is mostly seen in iE BCDs, and (iii) an inner HSB
region exhibiting a luminosity excess over the plateau which can
be fitted with a Gaussian profile. Papaderos et al. (1996a), in
their Table 5, give the 25 mag isophote radius in the R-band of
the HSB Gaussian component (P25) for a sample of BCDs. If
we exclude the outliers Haro 2, Mkn 297, and I Zw 89, we end
up with a mean size of P25 = 0.55 kpc for BCDs. Now, the esti-
mated P25 size of our candidate dw1343+58 is ∼ 15′′. Assuming
P25 = 0.55 kpc would then put it at a distance of 7.8 Mpc, which
is indeed in accord with M 101 group membership. We note that
this candidate is listed as galaxy in the HYPERLEDA catalog
(Paturel et al. 2003), but not as BCD nor M 101 dwarf.
As mentioned, the Canes Venatici (CVn) cloud of galax-
ies is partially overlapping with the M 101 group complex in
sky projection. It is conventionally split at a line-of-sight ve-
locity division line of 400 km s−1 (∼ 5.7 Mpc) into the CVn I
and CVn II clouds. CVn I cloud members peak at ∼300 km s−1
(∼ 4.2 Mpc) and CVn II cloud members at ∼560 km s−1 (∼
8.0 Mpc)(Makarov et al. 2013). The whole CVn complex is an
extended structure consisting mostly of late-type galaxies of low
luminosity and is part of the Coma-Sculptor Cloud, a huge,
∼10 Mpc long, prolate filament, which also includes the Sculptor
Cloud, the Local Group, the M 81 group, and the Cen A group
(Tully 1988; Karachentsev et al. 2003). In our search area, 11
known galaxies have distances smaller than 5.0 Mpc, identifying
them as part of the CVn I cloud. So, it is conceivable that some of
our candidates could in fact be foreground dwarf galaxies. In par-
ticular, spiral galaxy M 94 at a distance of 4.5 Mpc (Karachent-
sev et al. 2003), one of the major members of CVn I (Makarov
et al. 2013), is less than 0.5 degrees off our search border (at
12h50m53.5s +41d07m10s). The dwarf candidate dw1255+40
is at a projected distance of only 0.95 degrees from M 94, corre-
sponding to a separation of 75 kpc at the distance of M 94. Plac-
ing this candidate in the vicinity of M 94 (at 4.5 Mpc) instead in
the M 101 group complex (at 7 or 9 Mpc), this would still be fine
for the photometric test, i.e. the adjusted structural parameters
of the candidate would still fit into the relations. Here, a direct
distance measurement is needed to confirm its membership in
either structure.
6.2. Structure of the M101 group complex
How do these new dwarf galaxy candidates fit into the group
complex? We now focus on the structure and geometry of the
complex and discuss its impact on the formation history. The
15 galaxies with known distances in the survey region are plot-
ted in supergalactic coordinates and centered at M101 in Fig. 7.
Also shown is the best-fitting plane through eight members of the
M 101 subgroup, as calculated in Sect. 5. The galaxies are cast
orthogonally onto the SGXSGZ and SGYSGZ–planes, where
they appear as shadows. The highly flattened, filamentary distri-
bution of the galaxies, especially in the SGXSGZ–plane, is quite
striking. The M 101 plane is a good representation of the whole
complex, i.e., the planar structure of the M 101 subgroup is em-
bedded in a larger flattened structure that encompasses what we
call the M 101 group complex.
To further study this flat structure and locate our dwarf can-
didates in it we now switch to the M 101 reference frame intro-
duced in Sect. 5. In this system the best fit corresponds to the
M101XM101Y–plane, which has its origin at (0,0,0). As previ-
ously mentioned, the normal of the best-fitting plane is almost
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Fig. 6. Left: µ0–MV relation for the photometric parameters of the known Local Group dwarfs (gray dots, McConnachie 2012) and the new
candidates (red squares). Indicated with the thin line is the assumed completeness boundary (Sect. 3) at 7 Mpc, which is bracketed by lines
corresponding to assumed distances of 5 Mpc and 10 Mpc , respectively, to take care of the expected distance spread. Right: same data and color
coding but this time the log re f f –MV relation is shown.
Fig. 7. 3D distribution, in supergalactic coordinates, of all galaxies with distance measurements in the surveyed M 101 group complex, centered at
M 101. The red dots correspond to the major galaxies M 101, M 51 and M 63, the black dots to dwarf galaxies. The grey dots (shadows) appearing
on the SGXSGZ and SGYSGZ–walls are orthogonal projections. The best-fitting plane through the M 101 subgroup is shown as the grey plane
and has a rms of only 46 kpc. The line of sight between Milky Way and M 101 is indicated with the thick black line pointing downwards.
perpendicular to the LoS. When this normal is perpendicular to
the LoS, then the LoS for the dwarf galaxy candidates will be
(almost) parallel to the best-fitting plane. As the plane is not per-
fectly parallel to our view the LoS of the candidates will be sys-
tematically shifted along the negative direction of the M101Z–
axis. The M101XM101Z and M101XM101Y–projections in this
reference system are shown in Fig 8. In the top left panel the
galaxies with known distances and their 5 percent uncertainties
are shown. In the top right panel the possible positions of the
candidates (dwarfs presented here and the candidates taken from
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the LV Catalog) are indicated by lines. All lines have a rela-
tive shallow slope and cover between 0.06 Mpc and 0.35 Mpc in
M101Z-direction over an interval of 3.25 Mpc along the M101X–
axis (or LoS depth of the M 101 group complex). This narrow
spread in M101Z enables us to study the possible distribution of
the candidates without exact knowledge of their distances. All
we need are the sky positions and the fact that the M 101 group
complex is flattened almost along the LoS. In the edge-on view
one can easily determine whether or not a candidate is part of
the filamentary structure. The bottom panels show the structure
in the M101XM101Y–plane, giving a face-on view onto the best-
fitting plane.
Looking at the M101XM101Z–projection (the edge-on view,
top right of Fig 8) we first verify that almost all known galax-
ies in the region, notably M 51 and M 63, are close to the
best-fitting plane through the M 101 subgroup (the thick red
dotted line). That plane through eight members of the sub-
group had a rms thickness of 46 kpc. If instead a fit is per-
formed at all 16 galaxies lying along the planar structure (KH 87,
M 63, M 51, NGC 5195, UGC 08882, KK 191, Holm IV, M 101,
NGC 5474, DF2, NGC 5477, DF3, DF1, NGC 5023, NGC 5585,
and DDO 194), we calculate a rms = 67 kpc, which is still
remarkably thin. Only DDO 182 falls outside of the structure.
Moreover, it is clearly visible that most of the candidate dwarfs
lie within (or near) the flattened structure outlined by the know
members of the M 101 group complex.
Looking at the M101XM101Y–projection (face-on view, bot-
tom right) we note that only three candidates lie in the space
between M 101 and M 51 (ignore the lines which are close to
M 101). This is further evidence that the M 101 and M 51/M 63
subgroups form separated groups as suggested by Tikhonov et al.
(2015). Most new dwarf candidates are in the direction of M 101.
With a length of over 3 Mpc this flattened structure could be
attributed to the Cosmic Web where the galaxies are known to be
aligned along dark matter filaments. The question, then, is how
this structure compares to other filamentary structures. Bond
et al. (2010) identified individual filamentary structures in SDSS
and compared their properties to those produced in cosmological
simulations. They found a mean SDSS filament width of 5.5±1.1
or 8.4± 1.4 h−1 Mpc, depending on the smoothing length, which
in size is comparable to our best-fitting plane (∼ 3 Mpc) when the
bottom panel of Fig. 8 is taken as a measure. However, the thick-
ness of the M 101 complex, of only rms=67 kpc is remarkable.
This is a factor of ∼ 40 smaller than the size of the structure.
A direct comparison with simulations is difficult. González
& Padilla (2010) used an algorithm to identify and analyze fil-
aments in cosmological simulations. They plotted the filament
thickness as a function of the filament length with a bin size
of 10 Mpc. In the first bin (0 to 10 Mpc) a median thickness
of 1.3 Mpc is estimated. The problem with this result for the
purpose of comparison is the low resolution of filament length
steps. In their Fig. 8 (upper right panel) they present the count
of filaments as a function of thickness. There is a small signal at
0.1 Mpc h−1 but it remains unclear if this is due to the interpola-
tion between zero and the first point of the function, rather than
being a real signal. Even when we assume that it is a real signal,
the probability of a thickness as small as observed in the M 101
group complex is essentially zero. If the M 101 group complex
is the usual type of a large-scale filamentary structure, its small
thickness has to be explained.
One possible explanation for this special configuration is
given by the presence of the nearby Local Void (see Courtois et
al. 2013). The planar M 101 group complex is well-aligned at the
edge of the Local Void and can be seen as part of its boundary.
The formation of the flattened structure itself could be induced
by the expansion of the Local Void.
Regarding the thin planar structure of the M 101 subgroup
itself, with its very small rms thickness of 46 kpc, the ques-
tion arises whether this could be a similar phenomenon as the
local planes: the Vast Polar Structure (VPOS) of the Milky
Way (Pawlowski et al. 2012) or the Great Plane of Andromeda
(GPoA, Ibata et al. 2013). Remember that much of the motiva-
tion to find new faint dwarf galaxies outside the LG is precisely
to look for analoguous structures, because the local planes are a
challenge to the standard ΛCDM scenario of structure formation
(e.g., Pawlowski et al. 2014; Cautun & Frenk 2016). However,
we believe that the M 101 plane is not the same phenomenon,
even though the M 101 plane is only a factor of two or three
thicker than the local planes. The scales and the objects that de-
fine the planes are different. The local planes are defined by very
faint and ultra-faint dwarf satellites in the immediate vicinity
of their host galaxies (closer than the virial radius of 250 kpc).
In contrast, the M 101 plane is defined by still fairly luminous
dwarf galaxies at separations as large as 1 Mpc. Still, the flat-
tened structure of the M 101 subgroup – and its extension over
the whole complex – is remarkable.
How is the galaxy M 101 itself inclined to the group plane?
As mentioned in Sect. 4 the spiral galaxy M 101 is seen face-
on, which means that our LoS essentially coincides with the
direction of the disk normal nM101 = (0.4107, 0.8267, 0.3845)
in supergalactic cartesian coordinates. Hence, with an angle of
only 3.6◦ between nM101 and the planar structure of the group,
the disk of M 101 is perpendicular and its normal parallel to the
plane. Dubois et al. (2014) studied the alignment of galaxy spins
within the Cosmic Web with a large-scale hydrodynamical cos-
mological simulation and found that more massive galaxies tend
to have their spin direction perpendicular to a filament, while less
massive galaxies have their spin direction preferentially parallel
to a filament, with a transition mass around M∗ ≈ 3 × 1010 M.
Tikhonov et al. (2015) calculated a dynamical mass for M 101
of 6.2 × 1011 M and gave a M/L ratio of 18, thus the stellar
mass of M 101 would be 3.4 × 1010 M, assuming M/L= 1 for
the stellar component. Hence, the stellar mass of M 101 is just
around the Dubois transition mass and either way is in accord
with this work. A follow-up study based on the same simula-
tion framework (Welker et al. 2014) revealed a strong correlation
between the merger history and the spin alignment: the more
mergers contribute to the mass of a galaxy, the more likely its
spin will be perpendicular to the filament. In contrast, the spin
of galaxies with no merger is more likely aligned with the fila-
ment. This would then suggest that M 101 has undergone little or
no mergers in its formation history. A view which is well in ac-
cord with the observation that M 101 has a small (or essentially
absent) bulge, for in the standard model of bottom-up structure
formation bulges are formed in merger events (e.g. Brooks &
Christensen 2016, and references therein).
The lack of a strong bulge in M 101 is an important observa-
tion in itself. Kormendy et al. (2010) pointed out the challenge
of bulgeless spiral galaxies for hierarchical formation scenar-
ios. How can such massive spiral galaxies like M 101 form out
of merger events without growing a prominent bulge? López-
Corredoira & Kroupa (2016) showed that there is a correlation
between bulge size and the number of tidal dwarf galaxies (NS ).
However, in a ΛCDM scenario there should be no correlation
between these two quantities, because NS is driven by the dark
matter mass of the host galaxy and not by its formation history
(Kroupa et al. 2010). In a generalized model of gravity with-
out DM one does expect such a correlation between the bulge
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Fig. 8. M101XM101Z–projection (top) and M101XM101Y-projection (bottom) of known members and candidate members of the M 101 group
complex in the M 101 reference system. The top panels essentially give an edge-on view of the complex, the bottom panels a face-on view. Red
dots correspond to the three major galaxies M 101, M 51, and M 63, black dots to dwarf galaxies with distances. The thick red dotted line is the
best-fitting (reference) plane lying in the M101XM101Y–plane. The left panels show the known members with 5 percent distance errors indicated
by the short lines along the LoS. The right panels additionally give the possible positions of our new dwarf candidates and the candidates from the
LV Catalog, in lack of distance measurements shown as long thin black lines again running along their LoS.
and NS , because (tidal dwarf) satellites form in rare fly-by en-
counters. Bulges themselves would also form in such encoun-
ters, making the bulge-to-disk ratio a measure for past interac-
tions (López-Corredoira & Kroupa 2016). What would such a
scenario predict for the M 101 group? As M 101 is a spiral galaxy
without a bulge only few or even no dwarf spheroidals should
exist in the group. Karachentsev et al. (2005) reported that bul-
geless galaxies generally have no or only few known dwarf
spheroidal companions. Up to this day only three early-type
dwarfs have been confirmed as members of the M 101 group.
While in a generalized gravity scenario this missing dSph prob-
lem is well explained, the standard model of cosmology needs
to find a mechanism for the low abundance of dwarf spheroidals
around bulgeless spirals.
How do our new dwarf detections fit into this picture? This
can be evaluated by way of a comparison with the Andromeda
subgroup. In Chiboucas et al. (2009) the authors show the cu-
mulative luminosity functions (LF) of the Cen A, M 81 and An-
dromeda satellites. Our survey reached a limiting magnitude of
MV ∼ −10 mag, assuming a distance of 7 Mpc. Among the three
satellite populations the cumulative LF of the Andromeda sub-
group shows the lowest abundance, with 15 satellites down to
MV = −10 mag. Andromeda and M 101 also have a similar total
B-band luminosity (∆B ≈ 0.5 mag), thus a comparison is reason-
able. Within a projected virial radius of ≈ 260 kpc around M 101
(Merritt et al. 2014), comparable to Andromeda with 230 kpc,
there are seven confirmed members (Holm IV, UGC 08882, DF3,
DF1, NGC 5474, NGC 5477, DF2) down to V magnitude of
−10 (three early-type and four late-type dwarfs). Additionally
there are five dwarf candidates within this radius (M101 dwD,
M101 dwC, M101 dwA, M101 dwB, dw1412+56). Assuming a
distance of 6.95 Mpc for all of them, five additional members
would contribute to the population, giving a total of twelve,
putting the M 101 subgroup almost on a par with the Andromeda
subgroup. On the other hand, assuming a positive detection rate
of 60 % (14 out of 22 candidates of the M 81 group were con-
firmed as members (Chiboucas et al. 2013), the rest being back-
ground or cirrus) we would gain only three additional members,
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adding to a total of ten satellites. This, in turn, would indeed
indicate a smaller population of dwarf galaxies in the M 101
subgroup. Using all distance data available and calculating the
3D distances to M 101, only three (NGC 5474, NGC 5477, DF2)
out of the seven galaxies lying in the projected virial radius are
closer than 260 kpc to M 101, drastically increasing the missing-
satellite problem in the M 101 subgroup. Similarly, Danieli et al.
(2017) draw the same conclusion with their recent publication
of HST data for their Dragonfly candidates. The authors also
cautiously predict a too-big-to-fail problem for the M 101 sub-
group, based on the low abundance of bright dwarf satellites
around M 101. Clearly, we need distance measurements for the
dwarf candidates in the vicinity of M 101 to answer the question
whether, as claimed, the abundance of dwarf satellites of M 101
is exceptionally low, hence a missing-satellite problem really ex-
ists in the M 101 subgroup. In this context it is noteworthy that
there are almost no new candidates in the virial radii of all three
host galaxies. Could we face similar problems in the M 51 and
M 63 subgroups?
The alignment of the spin vector with the planar structure
and the low number of M 101 dwarf satellites – if confirmed –
lead to the conclusion that M 101 has a weak merger history. Ad-
ditional evidence for this is given by van Dokkum et al. (2014)
who point out a lack of a stellar halo of M 101. Such stellar ha-
los are formed from debris of shredded satellite galaxies (Mc-
Connachie et al. 2009), hence are an indicator for previous in-
teraction. Do all these evidences mean that there is no evidence
for interaction in the galaxy group? Mihos et al. (2013) studied
the faint outskirts of the spiral up to a limiting surface bright-
ness (star density) of µB ∼ 29.5 mag arcsec−2 and found no evi-
dence of extended stellar tidal tails around M 101 or its compan-
ions. Such tails should be expected when M 101 had a recent en-
counter with one of its massive companions. However, two low-
surface brightness features were found in the outer disk. One of
them must have formed very recently due to its blue stellar pop-
ulation. The authors argue that this faint blue feature could have
formed in fly-by encounters with NGC 5477 and NGC 5474. The
latter galaxy exhibits an off-centered central bulge, suggesting
some interaction in the past. The high velocity gas in the disk of
M 101 is another indicator for tidal interaction, possibly with the
companion NGC 5477 (Combes 1991).
More prominent than M 101 in terms of interaction is the on-
going merger between M 51 and NGC 5195 (Toomre & Toomre
1972). In Dobbs et al. (2010) this merger was simulated with
a hydrodynamical model with a highly elliptical orbit, where
NGC 5195 passes trough the disc of M 51 twice. A qualitative
assessment of the trajectory of NGC 5195 shows that it correlates
with our best-fitting plane, which is not surprising, as accretion
happens along the filament (Libeskind et al. 2014).
In contrast to more distant dwarf galaxy candidates (e.g.
Ordenes-Briceño et al. 2016; Smith Castelli et al. 2016,
d > 20 Mpc), the new dwarf galaxy candidates in the M 101
group complex can be resolved into stars with appropriate equip-
ment from the ground (e.g. Subaru) or in space (HST). The task
is to confirm these objects as nearby stellar systems, exclud-
ing the possibility of being more distant, unresolved galaxies or
Galactic cirrus, Measuring their distances also allows to allocate
each of them to one of the three subgroups in the M 101 group
complex (or the Canes Venatici I cloud in the foreground). Will
the candidates spread along the 3 Mpc sheet or are they clustered
around the main galaxies M 101, M 51, and M 63? Accurate dis-
tance measurements will be key for the study of the fine structure
of large-scale structure in the M 101 group filament.
7. Conclusion
In this work we presented the results of a dwarf galaxy search
covering the M 101 group of galaxies and its wider environment
including M 51 and M 63 with publicly available data from the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey. We searched a sky area of 330 square
degrees and found 15 new dwarf candidates. Surface photome-
try was performed for all candidates in the gr bands and Sérsic
profiles were fitted to the surface brightness profiles. We tested
the group membership with the classical tools at hand: the cen-
tral surface brightness–absolute magnitude and effective radius–
absolute magnitude relations. The candidates indeed fit in com-
parison to the structural parameters of known Local Group dwarf
galaxies, making them good candidates of the M 101 group com-
plex. Distance measurements are nevertheless needed to confirm
these results. We discussed the possibility that some of the can-
didates could be dwarf members of the Canes Venatici cloud in
the near foreground.
The second part of this work was committed to the 3D spa-
tial distribution of the group and the whole complex. We found
that all but one of the galaxies with known distances lie in a thin
plane with rms = 67 kpc and a length of over 3 Mpc, including
M 51 and M 63. The plane was defined by a best fit at the M 101
subgroup alone, i.e., M 101 and its neighbours within 1.5 Mpc,
with a rms thickness of only 46 kpc. The recent publication of
three additional dwarf galaxies (Danieli et al. 2017) strengthens
the picture of a thin, planar structure. This structure happens to
be well aligned with our line of sight, giving us the opportunity
to place the new dwarf candidates relative to this plane without
knowing their exact distances. For this we defined a M 101 ref-
erence frame where the z-axis corresponds to the normal of the
plane.
The flattened structure of the M 101 group complex is
aligned with the envelope of the Tully Void which could ex-
plain its formation by the expansion of the void. There is a clear
alignment between the spin direction of M 101 and the planar
structure: the spiral disk of M 101 is almost perpendicular to the
best-fitting plane. In a ΛCDM scenario this can be explained by a
weak merger history. The missing bulge of M 101 also strength-
ens the case for a merger-less formation history. We discussed
the impact of such a formation history with the abundance of
dwarf spheroidals in a ΛCDM and a generalized gravity sce-
nario.
Future distance measurements of the candidates in the M 101
group complex will give us answers to the questions whether the
planar structure is only a small number statistics artifact or a real
cosmic structure, and if the latter is true, how thin it is and what
are the implications? Will the candidates cluster around the main
galaxies or are they more widely distributed along this filament?
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